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Abstract
This package contains software for solving semidefinite programs (SDPs) origi-
nating from the Kalman-Yakubovich-Popov lemma. A presentation of the soft-
ware is given and the options included are presented and described.
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1 Introduction

This package contains software for solving semidefinite programs (SDPs) orig-

inating from the Kalman-Yakubovich-Popov lemma. Those SDPs have the

following structure

minimize cT x +

N
∑

i=1

〈Ci, Pi〉

subject to Xi =

[

PiAi + AT
i Pi PiBi

BT
i Pi 0

]

+ Mi0 +

K
∑

j=1

xjMij ≥ 0 (1)

i = 1, 2, . . . , N

The problem data are the vector c ∈ RK , the matrices Ai ∈ Rni×ni , Bi ∈

Rni×mi , Ci ∈ Sni×mi and the matrices Mij ∈ S(ni+mi)×(ni+mi). The inequality

Xi ≥ 0 means that Xi is positive semidefinite. To make the code efficient

the dual problem is solved using SeDuMi [3] or SDPT3 [5], after a reduction

of the number of variables. The SDP is formulated using YALMIP [4]. The

primal variables P and x are reconstructed afterwards. For more information,

see [1] and [2].

2 Matlab routines

The main routines are kypd.m and kypd solver.m. To solve a given SDP

you can proceed as follows:

1. if you know that the Mij matrices are linearly independent and the

pairs (Ai, Bi) are controllable use kypd.m.

2. otherwise use kypd solver.m.
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kypd.m

[u,P,x,Z]=kypd(matrix info,options)

Purpose

The function kypd solves the problem

minimize cT x +

N
∑

i=1

〈Ci, Pi〉

subject to Xi =

[

PiAi + AT
i Pi PiBi

BT
i Pi 0

]

+ Mi0 +

K
∑

j=1

xjMij ≥ 0

i = 1, 2, . . . , N

and its dual

maximize −

N
∑

i=1

TrMi0Zi

subject to AiZ
11
i + Z11

i AT
i + BiZ

12
i

T
+ Z12

i BT
i = Ci i = 1, 2, . . . , N

N
∑

i=1

TrMijZi = cj j = 1, 2, . . . , K

Zi ≥ 0

where Zi is partitioned as

[

Z11
i Z12

i

Z12
i

T
Z22

i

]

Input arguments

All matrix input information is stored in a cell structure called matrix info.

All fields are described below along with the other input arguments.

1. • matrix info.N: Number of constraints.

• matrix info.K: Number of elements in the vector x of the primal

objective function.

• matrix info.c: The vector c in the primal objective.

• matrix info.C{i}: The Ci matrix in the primal objective.
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• matrix info.A{i}: The A matrix appearing in constraint i of

the primal problem.

• matrix info.B{i}: The B matrix appearing in constraint i of

the primal problem.

• matrix info.M0{i}: The M0 matrix appearing in constraint i of

the primal problem.

• matrix info.M{i,j}: The jth M matrix appearing in constraint

i of the primal problem.

• matrix info.n: A vector containing the sizes of the A matrices,

i.e. n = [n1, n2, . . . , nN ]T .

• matrix info.nm: A vector containing the sizes of the M matrices,

i.e. nm = [nm1, nm2, . . . , nmN ]T . nmi = ni + mi.

2. options: The options are in YALMIPs format. To set, for example,

tol to 10−6 you write sdpsettings(’kypd.tol’,1e-6). Possible op-

tions are:

(a) tol The solution will not violate feasibility and optimality con-

ditions with more than tol. See par.eps in the SeDuMi user’s

manual [3] for details. Default value 10−8.

(b) maxiters: Maximum number of iterations. maxiters≥ 0. De-

fault value 100.

(c) lyapunovsolver When solving Lyapunov equations two solvers

can be chosen. The first one diagonalizes the A-matrices and is

more efficient. It may not be numerically safe to use it in all cases

though. This solver is chosen by setting lyapunovsolver=’diago’.

The other choice, which is the default choice, is ’schur’.

(d) reduce If a minimal order dual is preferred the second equality

constraint in the dual can be eliminated [?]. This may destroy

some structure, like sparsity, and is not always recommended. To

eliminate the constraint set reduce=1. Otherwise set it to zero.

The default value is zero.
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Output arguments

1. u: The primal objective cT x is stored in u(1). The dual objective

−
∑N

i=1 TrMi0Zi is stored in u(2).

2. P: The last iterate of the primal variable P .

3. x: The last iterate of the primal variable x.

4. Z: The last dual iterate Z.

Caveats

• The matrices Mij must be linearly independent and the pairs (Ai, Bi)

must be controllable. If this is not the case the problem is not dual fea-

sible or can be reduced to a problem with fewer variables. Additionaly,

all Ai matrices must be Hurwitz.

kypd solver.m

[u,P,x,Z]=kypd solver(matrix info,options)

Purpose

To solve the KYP based SDP using a primal-dual method the Mij matrices

have to be linearly independent, the pairs (Ai, Bi) have to be controllable and

the Ais Hurwitz. If the matrices Mij are linearly dependent the problem is not

strictly dual feasible and can be reduced to a problem with fewer variables

which is strictly dual feasible or the primal is unbounded from below. If

the system is stabilizable but not controllable there does not exist a strictly

feasible dual point. Also in this case the problem can be reduced to a problem

with fewer variables which is controllable and for which a strictly feasible dual

point exists. If the system is not Hurwitz state feedback can be applied to

make it so. Sometimes we want to apply feedback to improve numerical

properties even if it is not necessary for any other reason. kypd solver will

handle this and produce a correct solution to the original problem, that is

the problem before reduction and feedback.
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Feedback

Linear quadratic feedback is applied if the system is not Hurwitz or if transform=1.

The criterion we minimize is

J =

∫

∞

0

(xT
i xi + ρuT

i ui)dt

where ẋi = Aixi + Biui. The optimal solution is given by ui = −Lixi where

Li = 1
ρ
BT

i Si and Si is the solution to the algebraic Riccati equation

SiAi + AT
i Si − ρSiBiB

T
i Si + I = 0

The resulting closed loop system is given by

ẋi = (Ai − BiLi)xi

and the modified system matrix Ai − BiLi is Hurwitz.

Input arguments

1. matrix info: Iformation about the matrices in the problem. See the

input arguments for kypd for details.

2. options In addition to the options for the function kypd a few more

can be set for kypd solver. These are:

(a) transform: If transform=0 state feedback is only done when the

system is not Hurwitz. If transform=1 state feedback is done

even if it is not necessary. It may improve numerical properties.

Default value is 0.

(b) rho: A nonnegative parameter that is used for the state feedback.

Default value is 1.

(c) lowrank Make a block-diagonalization of the system matrices and/or

utilize low-rank structure when forming the Hessian. To make a

block-diagonalization set lowrank=1, to make a block-diagonalization

and utilize lowrank structure when forming the hessian set lowrank=2.

Note that this requires the use of SDPT3. Otherwise set it to zero.

Default is zero.

If a default value of an input parameter is wanted it can be put to the empty

matrix [ ].
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Output arguments

1. u: The primal objective value cT x.

2. P: The last primal iterate P .

3. x: The last primal iterate x.

4. Z: The last dual iterate Z.

3 Installation

Install SeDuMi [3], SDPT3 [6] and YALMIP [4] according to the manuals.

Unpack the matlab files and set the matlab paths right. If the lowrank

option is to be used, the C-files has to be compiled. See help mex in Matlab

for details.
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